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THE "NEBFARM" PROJECT AS A SOURCE OF FARM MANAGEMENT DATA 
The information presented in this report is available as the result of 
a continuing project conducted with farmers in Nebraska by the Agricultural 
Extension Service, and the Department of Agricultural Economics of the University 
of Nebraska. The name i'NEBFARM" stems from words which describe the goals of the 
project--Nebraska Electronic Business Farm Accounting Records for Management. 
The purposes are: (1) to bring the speed and accuracy of electronic data process-
ing equipment to bear on the data problems which farm businessmen must cope with 
in order to have available adequate information on which to base their annual 
and long-run management decisions, (2) to provide educational meetings and materials 
to farmers who have data on their farms available showing ways in which this infor-
mation may be used, and (3) to maintain a continual flow of reliable information 
about various types of farms operating in the state to the College which may be 
used for research and teaching and in publications such as this report. 
/Operation of the Project 
The project is operated in the field cooperatively by the Agricultural Extension 
Service and the County Extension Services. Farmers who desire to participate enroll 
through their local County Agent. An enrollment fee covers the cost of materials 
and clerical help required to operate the project. This fee ranges from sixty to 
about two hundred dollars, depending on the size of the individual farm and the 
number of optional special accounts to be processed. The average fee is eighty 
dollars. 
Annual data such as inventories and depreciation schedules are submitted at the 
beginning of each year. Information concerning income, expenses, crop yields, and 
livestock is reported on forms mailed monthly to the processing center at the College. 
Each transaction is then assigned a numerical code and punched on a data processing 
card. Summaries of these transactions are provided each quarter to each cooperator 
and an individual analysis is prepared from all the data collected from each farm to 
the reporting farmer after the end of the year. 
While data regarding each individual farm is confidential, the information 





Returns to resources on the farms summarized in this report have been greater 
than any of the preceding NEBFARM years. The management return in 1966 was 
slightly less than 1965 because of the $350 per month ($300-1965) allowance for the 
unpaid labor and a greater investment interest over the previous years. In 1963 
and 196~- there was a negative management return which indicates there was not 
sufficient income to "pay" both labor and capital used in the business at going 
rates. 
Table l shows a steady increase in gross income except 196~- and the expenses 
were also increasing at a greater rate with the net cash balance decreasing. The 
increased return to labor, capital, and management is compensated by the :Lncreas-
ing 8% average inventory change each year. Most of the inventory increase can be 
accounted for in purchased new machinery, increased livestod;: numbers, value per 
unit, or increased quantities of feed and forage on hand at the end of year. 
Adjustments are made in real estate values when the cooperator and the fieldman 
warrant it. This is done between years but not within any given year. 
There was quite favorable weather conditions for crop production in Nebraska 
for 1966. The average dryland corn yield per acre is shown in Table l because of 
that crop being most representative of all crop production. Record yields were 
set on many crops. The prevailing marl<:et prices existing with higher production 
of crops coupled with higher than average livestock market prices put 1966 gross 
production values $14,000 greater than in 1965. 
Total average acres in the farm or crop acres in the four years 1963-1966 
has shown little change in these summaries. Farm size has increased in the state 
but the number of units enrolled in this project has contained fewer ranches of 
large acreage in the recent years. 
Inputs of machinery investments and fertilizer has also continued to increase 
each year. The man years of labor used has been declining which may indicate that 
machinery and equipment has increased in size or capacity to create greater product-
ivity with less manpower. 
Table l Four Year Summary of Analysis Factors 
No. of farms summarized 
Gross Cash Income 
Gross Cash Expenses 
Net Cash Balance 
Inventory Change 
Return to Labor, Capital & Mgt. 
Management Return 
Average Inventory 
Per Cent Return on Investment 
Groc;s Production 
Crop Acres in Farm 
Total Acres in Farm 
Dryland Corn Yield Per Acre Bu. 
Machinery Investment Per Crop Acre 
Fertilizer & Chemical Per Crop Acre 
Livestock Returns Per $100 Feed Fed 







































































DEFINITIONS AND 'I'ERMS USED IN THIS REPORT 
Averages of individual items in this report are the result of dividing by only the 
number of farms in which that individual item appeared. The number of farms is 
shown in parenthesis beside the averaged figure. For example, if there were 20 
farms in a group, but only 10 raised corn, the average corn acreage would be computed 
for 10 farms, not 20. If each farm had 100 acres of corn, the average would 
appear as 100 (10), indicating that 10 farms had corn, averaging 100 acres each. 
INCOME includes income from all sources, including sales of capital items. 
'l'lvo totals are given: Cash Operating Income, and Total Cash Income. 
The difference between these totals is the value of capital items sold. 
Machinery, equipment, and real estate are treated as capital items. 
Breeding livestock is not treated as a capital item in this report. 
EXPENSE includes all expenses, including capital purchases. Totaling is parallel 
to that of the income section. The farm share of personal auto and utility 
expenses is included at the percentage which each farm operator specified. 
LOAN SUMMARY shows the amount of the operator's loans and accounts receivable as 
of January l each year. The "loan ratio" is the operator's loans as a ojo of 
his own farm investment. Previous to this year, it was on total farm invest-
ment. 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
Net Cash Balance is the difference between Total Cash Income and Total Cash 
Expense plus the value of landlord's crop production if landlord's income had 
not been reported. 
"Plus Inventory Change" is the Net Cash Balance plus inventory change which 
occurred during the year. This change could be positive or negative. 
"Plus Home Used Products" is the immediately preceding figure plus the value 
of milk, eggs, meat, garden products and other farm produced perquisites 
used by the family or given away. 
"Plus Interest Paid" is the immediately preceding figure plus interest pay-
ments made during the year. It is added here to allow comparison of 
farms which use borrowed funds with those which use internal financing. 
Labor Management and Capital Return is the figure arrived at by the imme-
diately preceding steps. It is, as the name implies, the return to 
unpaid operator and family labor, managerial efforts, and capital invest-
ed in the business. 
Capital and Management Return is computed by deducting an arbitrary charge of 
$350 per month for 1mpaid operator and family labor from the above figure. 
Percent Return on Invel;tment is computed by dividing the Capital and Manage-
ment Return by Capital managed in the business. The latter figure is: 
Average Inventory + (. 6 x Total Operating Expenses) - (. 2 x Total Operat-
ing Income). Thus, it is the total of investment capital and operating 
capital used by the farm. 
Labor and Management Return is the result of deducting an arbitrary charge of 
5% for capital required by the business from Labor, Management and Capital 
Return. 
- l~. -
Management Return is the residual after a charge for unpaid operator and family 
labor has been deducted from Labor and Management Return. This figure is 
11
'\vhat is left" after the operator has been paid $350 per month for his labor 
and 5% interest has been paid on all capital used in the business. We might 
say that this is the return to the operator for his management effortE. A 
negative Return to Management indicates that there vTere insufficient returns 
to pay the operator that vmge and capital that rate of interest, 
INVENTORY SUMMARY includes the value of all farm assets on the farm as of 
January 1 each year. Land is included at estimated present market value. 
Machinery, equipment, and buildings are included at their depreciated value. 
Standard declining balance depreciation rates of 2o% for machinery and 
equipment and 10% for buildings were used. 
"Net" inventory figures are the result of deducting encumberances from the 
value of "Total" inventory figures. These are actually farm "net worth" 
figures. 
NET LIVESTOCK PRODUC'riON is the value added to all clasEes of livestock on the 
farm during the year, taking into account purchases, sales, inventory change 
and home use. 
"Livestock Production per $100 Feed Fed" is the total value of net livestock-
production divided by the value of feed fed in hundreds of dollars. This is 
a gross measure of livestocl<: efficiency and is relevant only on farms on 
which considerable portion of the gross production is derived from livestock. 
The value given in this average represents only the operator's livestock 
production. 
CROP ACREAGE SUMMARY includes a summary of irrigated, non-irrigated, and non-till-
able land use, by acreage of individual crops. 
CROP YIELD SUMMARY shows the average yields of certain crops in bushels or tons/acre. 
COMPARATIVE FACTORS 
Gross Production is an estimate of all value added on the farm during the year. 
It is the sum of total net livestock production plus the total value of 
crop production. 
Gross Production Per $100 Invested is the figure immediately above divided by 
average investment in hundreds of dollars. It is a measure of capital 
turnover in the business. 
Gross Production Per Man is GrosE Production divided by the number of full-time 
man equivalents of l~bor used. It is a measure of labor effic:Lency. 
Machinery Investment Per Crop Acre is the average of opening and closing in-
vestment in machinery divided by the number of crop acres. 
Machinery Cost Per Crop Acre is the sum of depreciation, repairs, fuel, oil, 
interest on investment in machinery (8%), and custom work hired less custom 
work and trucking income and tax refunds divided by total crop acres. 
Fertilizer & Chemical Cost per Crop Acre is the total of fertilizer and chemical 
purchases, less saleE of these products, divided by total crop acres. 
Farm Size Index indicates the total resource use of the farm business. It is 
the sum of 5% times the average investment in the business, $350 times tile 
months of operator and family labor used, and the value of hired labor used. 
It permits a size of business comparison across different types of farmr:; and 












NEBFARM areas are laid out as shown on the above map. The number of farms in each 
area included in this report are shown in parenthesis in each column of Table Ia. 
Due to the similar:i ty of farms and the small number of farms enrolled in areas 3, 5, 
and 6, these areas were grouped for averag:ing. Tables Ia and Ib compare income, 
expenses, loans, financial summary items, inventories, net livestock production, 
crop acreages, crop yields, and comparative analysis factors between areas. Table 
II is an abbreviated summary with each of four areas broken down into high and low 
sub-groups according to rate of return on investment. 
Averages of Area 0 & 1, the panhandle and sandhills areas, reflect the performance 
of ranching and combination ranching-farming-feeding operations. Farms in these 
areas averaged largest :in terms of farm size index, labor use, and total acreage. 
Gross production per $100 invested, a measure of capital turnover, was typically 
low for this area at $21.37. Areal averaged next to the highest in machinery invest-
ment per crop acre, primarily due to small crop acreage in relation to the total 
size of operation. 
Fourteen farms were averaged in Area 2. Approximately two-thirds of them had some 
irrigated acreage in 1966, averaging highest in irrigated corn yield when compared 
with other areas. Nearly one-half of their land :is in non-till pasture which may 
account for the low fertilizer and chemical expense per crop acre. 
Areas 3,5, and 6 are composed primarily of the transition area. Gross production 
on farms averaged in these areas is typically about 3/~- from livestock production. 
Area 4 covers the central Platte Valley. Farms averaged in this area realized 
the highest rate of return on investment as compared to other areas in 1966 and in 
1965. Machinery, power, and fertilizer costs per acre reflect to some extent the 
intensive nature of farming in this area. Eighteen of the 19 farms in this area 
grew irrigated corn, averaging 120.1 bushels per acre on an average acreage of 194 
acres per farm. 
Two-thirds of the farms in Area 7 had some acreage irrigated in 1966, with the value 
of crop production contributing over~ of the gross production on these farms. This 
area carried the largest loan ratios for the operators. 
Farms in Area 8 were smallest in terms of total acreage, as compared to those in 
other areas. Farms in this Northeast Nebraska area were typically livestock -
oriented. Favorable livestocl<.: prices in 1966, helped earn farmers in this group an 
average return of 6.95% on their investment. Over 1 of the gross production was 
net livestock increase. 
Returns from livestock in 1966 also helped farmers in the Area 9 group earn an 
average of 7. 2% return on their investment. Tv!enty- one farms in this area had an 






























































AVERAGES BY AREA 
ALL FARMS 
INVENTORY SUMMARY 
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AVE~GES BY AREA 
INCOME 
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AVERAGES BY FARM SIZE INDEX 
Increasing farm s ize has become a recognized trend on today's agricultural scene. 
How do larger farms compare in operating e ffi ciency with smaller ones ? The 
following tables provide some gr oss comparisons between groups of small and l arge 
farms. Farm s ize index ( computation of this index explained on page 5 ) was the 
criterion used when forming the size groups . Detai l ed reporting of average in-
come, expe nse , l oans , financial summary items , inventories, net livestock produc-
tion, crop acreage, crop production, and comparative analysis factors are shown 
for each s ize group in Tables IIIa , IIIb . An abbreviated summary of high and low 
return ·sub -groups is shown in Table IV. There were an insufficient number of farms 
in the small size group t o enable a breakdown into high and low sub-groups. Rate 
of return on inve stment was used as the criterion for defining ·the low and high 
return sub-groups. 
The table below shows the l ocation by area of the farms in each size index group. 
Size Index Group 0 l 2 3 
Under 13,000 (37 ) l l l 0 
13-17,000 (41 ) 2 0 4 3 
17-25,000 (45 ) 2 2 6 3 
25-40,000 (24 ) 2 2 l 
































Large farms have a greater income producing capacity than small farms . However, 
larger farms will produce more income only if properly organized and managed. A 
comparison of two sub-groups from Table IV provides an illustration: 
Size Index & Return Capital Managed Labor & Mgt. % Return on 
Group Return Investment 
Less than 13,000 - HIGH 1/3 (11) $199,603 $10,972 10.01 
25-40,000 - LOW l / 3 (8) 401,242 
-3,502 2.92 
The two cases presented her e are extremes, but they point out that larger farms do 
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TOTAL BEGINNING INVENTORY 
NET BEGINNING INVENTORY 
TOTAL CLOSING INVENTORY 
NET ENDING INVENTORY 





























LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE S 
CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
JANUARY 1967 
LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
JANUARY 1966 LOAN RATIO 
JANUARY 1967 LOAN RATIO 
LABOR USE (MONTHS) 
~~~~6D OPERATOR AND FAMILY 
DEPRECIATION 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT $ 
BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS 







TOTAL NET LIVESTCK PRODUCTION 
FEED FED S 
LIVSTCK PRODCTN LESS FEED FED 
LIVESTOCK PRODCTN/5100 FEED FD 
CROP YIELD SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS 





156 GRAIN SORGHUM 
160 WHEAT 
162 CORN AND MiLO SEED 
164 WHEAT SEED 

































































GROSS CASH INCOME $ 
GROSS CASH EXPENSES 
NET CASH BALANCES 
PLUS INVENTORY CHANGE 
PLUS HOME USED PRODUCTS 
PLUS INTEREST PAID 
LABORtCAPTALtMANAGMNT RETURN 
- OPERATOR LABOR X 5350/MO 
CAPITAL AND MANAGMNT RETURN 
CAPITAL MANAGED 
PERCENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
LABORtCAPITALtMANAGMNT RETURN 
- CHARGE FOR CAPITAL 
LABOR AND MANAGEMENT RETURN 





GROSS PRODUCTION P~R CROP ACRE 
GROSS PRODUCTION PER ACRE 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT/CROP ACRE 
MACHINE & POWER COST/CROP ACRE 
FERTILIZER AND CHEM/ CROP ACRE 
OTHER CROP EXPENSE I CROP ACRE 
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AVERAGES BY FARM TYPE 
Farms were classified into various types based on the percentage of "g;ross 
production" produced from individual livestocl~ enterpri~1es. The criteria used 
for the type classes were: 
BEEF RAISING If over 4-Cf'/o of Gross Production from Beef Raising. 
BEEF FEEDING If over 4-Cf'/o of Gross Production from Beef Feeding. 
DAIRY If over i+Cf'/o of G.P. from Dairy cattle and products. 
SWINE If over l.~Cf'/o of Gross Production from Hog Production. 
BEEF SWINE If over 4Cf'/o of G.P. from Beef and Hogs, but neither beef 
nor hogs provided 4-Cf'/o individually. 
BEEF-DAIRY If over 4Cf'/o of G.P. from Beef and Dairy, but neither beef nor 
dairy produced 4Cf'/o individually. 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK 
CROP FARMS 
== If over 35% of G.P. from Livestock but the farm could not 
qualify for a specific livestock class. 
If less than 35% of G.P. from Livestock. This group was 
sub-divided into Feed Grain-Forage and Cash Crop farms, 
based upon which type of crops predominated. There were an 
insufficient number of cash-crop farms for averaging in 1966. 
Averages for li vestocl;: farm groups are in Tables Va and Vb. Averages for feed 
grain aGel forage farms are in Tables VIa and VIb. 
The table on page 19 shows the location, by area, of farms m~king up each type 
of farm group. 
When comparing the value of livestock production per $100 feed fed between types 
of farm groups, one should keep in mind that this factor is only a gross measure of 
livestock efficiency. "Feed Fed" is a residual after sales and closing inventories 
have been deducted from the total feed supply available for an individual farm. 
Livestock production per $100 feed fed can be inflated slightly by the purchasing 
and reselling of sealed feed grains, as selling at a price above the purchase 
price tended to reduce the feed fed item, and increase livestock production per 
.$100 feed fed. 
The effect of favorable hog prices in 1966 is apparent when comparing the swine 
farms wi -J:,h other groups. The beef raising and dairy farms apparently were at 
the low end of the income scale when comparing the livestock groups presented in 
Tables Va and Vb. 
According to the farm type categories listed above, the feed grain and forage farms 
had less than 35% of their gross production from livestock and were primarily en-
gaged in growing feed crops. The 25-5Cf'/o and over 5Cf'/o irrigated groups shown in Tables 
VIa and VIb ace concentrated in NEBFARM areas 4 and 7, and reflect the intensive 
ircigatrc:'l ag•':Lc·ulture of crop farms in the Platte Valley of Nebraska. 
TA ~~E tv AV AG S BY S I ZE AND RETURN ON INVES TM ENT 
LI NE ! ; ~:;; Tt!M ca~Q~ litGA 73 1~QQQ HI GH I( To C681l£n t7~QQ HI GH / IQ .:E 8~Q 17 3 'iouo TQ .. o ea~ A I GH /3 xz a 
INVENTORY SUM MARY 
4 1 TOTAL BE G~NNlNG l NV fN~ORY $ 982 80 • Ill I 98766. ( ll) 154082. ( 14) 161 34 9 , 114) 211921 · ( 16) 232881 • ( 16 ) 3142 07 • 8) 334857· a , 53 NET BE GIN IN lNVEN 0 Y 77450 • ( ll) 794 31. ( 111 131961 . ( 14) 137353. ( 14) 184855. ( 16) 182 283 . ( 16) 26 35 36 . e, 22 8423. a, 4 2 TOTAL CLOS ING INVENTORY 110774· Ill I 104238 . ( 11) 168793, ( 14) 165976. ( 14 ) 236478 . ( 16) 240791 . ( 16) 347534. 8) 35 42 33. 8) 54 NET ENDING INV ENTORY 82 535• Ill I 78 548. ( ll) 1p2 57, ( 14) 138318. ( 14) 200461 . ( 16) 188923 . ( 161 280689. a, 244363, 8) 4 3 TOTAL INVENTORY CHANGE 12493• ( 11) 5472. ( ll) 4710. ( 14) 4627. ( 14 ) 24557 . ( 16) 79 09. ( 16) 333 2 7 . e l 19375. a, 55 NET INVENTORY CHA NGE 508 5· ( 11) - 883 . ( 11) 5296. ( 14 ) 1015 . ( 14 ) 15606 . ( 16) 6639 . ( 161 171 53. a, 15939, a, 44 AVERAG E INV ENTORY 104 527 · ( ll) 101502. ( ll) 161438. ( 141 163662 . ( 14) 224199 . ( 16) 2360 36 . ( 16) 3308 71 . a, 344545. a I 
LOAN SUMMARY 
JANUA RY 1966 
46 LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 5 259 12• ( 10) 24 59 3 • ( 91 28612• ( 12 ) 31899• ( ll) 32663 . ( 14) 51913 . ( 16) 64783. 7) 10 78 91. 8) 4 7 CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 2999· ( 10) 1443. ( 6) 28 03. ( 12 ) 16 6 1 . ( 9 ) 1864 • (13) 26 31 · ( 8) 96 22· 5) 1942· 6) JANUARY 1967 
48 LOANS AND ACCOUNT S PAYABLE 318 20· ( 10) 28!124. pol 43~44. ( ll) 3y3 75. (ll) 43212• ( 14) 58044 • 115) 82628· 71 ll3154• 8) 49 CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 95 4· ( 9) 806. 7) 3 37 . ( 13) 238 . ( 11) 2391. ! 12) 4078. po1 1090 9 . 4) 3 753. 7) 56 JANUARY 1966 LOAN RATIO 0 . 32 Ill l o . 35 1101 0. 2 9 ( 14) 0.40 ( 12) 0• 31 16) 0·33 16) 0· 30 8) 0•43 a l 57 JANUARY 1967 LOAN RATIO o.37 ( l O l 0 • 42 ( 10) o.n ( 14) 0•40 ( 12) 0.33 ( 16) 0.36 ( 15) 0.30 8) 0.41 81 
LABOR USE IMONTHSI 
248 UNPA6D ·oPERATOR AND FAMILY 14.2 ' ( lll 13.0 ( ll) 14.3 ( 14) 14.1 ( 14) 15.5 ( 16) 1~.4 ( 15) 24·2 8) 16.5 7) 249 HIRE 2·0 ( 7) 2·1 ( 4) 2• 7 ( 10) 2 ·6 (12) 7.9 ( 16) .6 ( 13) 10·4 6) 17 .8 8) 
DEPREC!ATII.JN 
250 MACHINERY ~~8 ¥~~Ab~~~tNTS $ 2208 . Ill) 15 76. ( ll) 3174. ( 14) 2667. ( 14) 4050. 116) 4056. ( 16) 6068. 8) 5912. 8) 251 BUILDINGS 922 · ( ll) 877. ( ll) 1317. ( 13) 933. ( 14) 1228. 116) 1720. ( 15) 1751 . 8) 1923. 8) 
NET LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 
252 BEEF 5 4060· 8) 7927. ( 10) 13301. ( 13) 15925. ( 12) 1642 5• ( 12) 18146 · ( 15) 19986• a , 39266· al 253 DAIRY 29438· 5) 5238. ( 5) 7358. ( 6) 2799. ( 6) 10707. ( j I ea. ! 3) 33332. 2) 16701. 3) 254 SHEEP 22 25. 4) 5121. ( 3) 907. ( 3) 857. ( 2) 964• ( 951· 3) 350· ,1) 154· 1 ) 255 SWINE po36 . 8) 7622. ! 5) 13903. ( 10) 6548. ( 9) 18316. ( 9) 11005. ( 10) 15197. 71 131!16, 3) 256 POULTRY 2408. ( 4) 274. 31 475. ( 5) 2314. ( 6) 13. ( 5) 230. ( 5) 310. 4 ) 73, l) 257 OTHER LIVSTOCK 18• ( 5) -20. ( 2) 155 .. ( 2) -192. ( 4) -33. ( 71 48. ( 6) -76. 4) -61. 3) 258 TOTAL NET LIVESTCK PRODUCTION 19592• 112) 14525· ( ll) f5822• ( 14) 20 ll9. ( 14) 31402. ( 14) 24176 . ( 16) 41822. 8) 50480. 8) 259 FEED FED $ sue. Ill) 13327. ( ll) 4774. 114) 16258. ( 14) 18183. ( 16) 24079. ( 16) 26085. 8) 43452. 8) 
260 tiVSTCK ~R~DCTN LESS FEED FED 12408. (ll) 1190. ( lll 9856 . ( 14) 1169. ( 14) 9293. ( 16) -230. ( 16 I 15736. a l 7C27, a, 261 IVESTOC RODCTN/$100 FEED FD 171. Ill) 106. ( 11) 169. ( 14) 110. ( 14) 145• ( 14) 96. ( 16 158. 8 ) us. 8) 
CROP YIELD SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS 
154 CORN BU/ACRE 52. 1 f I 56.8 2) 119.7 7) ll2.5 7) 119.9 a l 105.3 ( 11) 118.6 4) lll.o 4) 156 GRAIN SORGHUM BU/ACRE 43·8 80•0 l) 107•6 4) 90•0 1) 98.0 2) ll5·0 ( 2) 104·9 3) 76.4 1 ) 160 WHEAT BU/ACRE 38.9 1) o.o 0) 45.0 1) o.o 0) o.o 0) o.o ( 0) o.o ()) o.o 0) 
162 CORN AN~ MILO SEED BU/ACRE o.o 0) o.o 0) o.o 0) o.o 0) 42.0 1) o.o ( 0) o.o 0) o.o 0) 
164 WHEAT S ED BU/ACRE o.o ~~ o.o 0) o.o 0) o.o ~I o.o ~I o.o ! 21 o.o 0) o.o ~I 68 ALFALFA TONS/ACRE 1.7 3.5 2) 1·8 2) 5.6 5.e 4·0 4•6 3) 4·2 172 SILAGE TONS/ACRE 13.0 2) 15.0 ll 22·2 5) 17 .a 4) 19.8 4) 16.7 ( 4) 22.8 3) 19.7 4) 180 SOYBEANS BU/ACRE o.o 0) o.o 0) 31·0 1) o.o 0) 35 ol 2) 37•5 ( 21 0•0 0) o.o 1) 
182 SUGAR BEETS TONS/ACRE o.o 0) o.o 0) 0•0 0) 74·0 1) o.o 0) o.o ( 0) o.o 0) o.o 0) 
NON-IRRIGATED CROPS 
190 ~ORN BU/ACR~ 73.2 6) 70.9 5) 100.0 ( 1) 82·5 8) 83.5 ( 4) 67.5 ( 8) 97.0 4) 83.5 3) 192 RAIN SORGHUM BU/ACR 65.7 6) 67.9 ~! 78.2 ( 10) 71.7 6) 83.8 ( 11) 60.3 ( 12) 72.4 7) 62.7 4) 194 OATS BU/ACRE 50,0 ll 35.5 41·0 ( 4) 62.6 1) 34.3 ( ll 3463.3 ( 21 48.3 4) 38.3 2) 200 WHEAT BU/ACRE 37.9 6) 34.4 6) 37.3 ( 10) 29.5 5) 44.6 ( 8) 31.9 ( 7) 43.3 7) 34.6 4) 204 CORN AND MILO SEED BU/ACRE o.o 0) o.o 0) o.o ( 0 1 o.o 01 o.o ( 0) o.o ( 0) o.o 0) o.o 0) 206 WHEAT SEED BU/ACRE o.o 0) o.o 0) 0•0 ( 0) o.o 0) o.o ( 0) o.o ( 0) o.o 0) o.o 0) 210 ALFALFA TONS/ACRE 3.6 7) 2·4 8) 3·5 ( 8) 2.5 8) 1.a ( 10) 2·6 ( 12) 2•7 5) 1·9 5) 214 SILAGE TONS/ACRE 12.5 5) 13.3 5) 10·1 ( 2) u.s 6) 17.6 ( 6) llo4 ( 9) 24·3 3) 12.7 4) 222 SOYBEANS BU/ACRE 31.3 6) 2a.a 4) 27.0 ( 4) 29.4 5) 37.6 ( 6) 23.8 ( 6) 30·7 4) 23.1 2) 232 NATIVE HAY TONS/ACRE o.o 0) o.o 0) o.o ( 0) o.o 0) o.o ( Ol o.o ( 0) o.o 0) o.o 0) 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
265 GROSS CASH INCOME $ 41094. ( 11) 31601. ( 11) 52748. ( 14) 52602. ( 14) 67692· ( 16) 63363. ( 16) 99631· 8) u5o4l· 8) 266 GRO~f CA~H EXPENSES 38245. !HI 32624. ( ll) 41919. ( 14) 47353. ( 14) 589i5· ( 6) 64088· ( 16) 85458. Ill 4898 . 8) 267 N CA H BALANCES 2848. 
- 1022. ( ll) 10829. ( 14) 5249. ( 14) 87 6• ( 16) -7 4• ( 16) 14173. 8 ) - 9857. 8) 268 PLUS INVENTORY CHANGE 15498. ( 11) 4896. ( ll) 25943. (141 10287. ( 14) 33419. 116) 7602· ( 16) 48708· 8) 9518. 8) 
269 PLUS HOME USED PRODUCTS 15722• ( 11) 5150. ( 11) 26301· ( 14) 10588. ( 14) 33757. ( 16) 7918. ( 16) 49247. 8) 9971. 8) 270 PLUS INTEREST PAID 16952. ( 11) b332. ( 11) 27813. ( 141 124 73. 114) 35621. ( ~) lOti ~· ( 16) 524 34. a l 165~9· 8) 271 LABORtCAPTALtMANAGMNT RETURN 1695 2. ( lll 6332. ( ll) 27813. (141 12473. ( 14) 35621· ( 1 ) 1081 • ( 16) 2434· 8) 165 9, 8) 
272 - OPERATOR LABOR X $350/MO 49 95. ( 11) 4581. ( ll) 5025. ( 14) 4950. ( 14) 5425. 116) 5770. ( 15) 8487. 8) 5075 . 8) 
273 CAPITAL AND MANAGMNT RETURN 1195 7. ( ll) 1750. 1111 22788. ( 14) 7523. ( 14) 30196. ( l6) 5406. ( 16) 43946. 8) 11484. 8) 274 CAPITAL MANAGED ll9b03 • ( ll) 114671 · ( 11) 177201 · (141 '182050. ( 14 ) 248~32 . ( 6) 262799. ( 16) 363775 . 8) 401 242 . 8) 275 PERCENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT 1o.o 1 (ll) 1.41 ( 11) 12.76 ( 14) 4o20 ( 141 1 .94 ( 16) 1.90 ( 16) 12 .07 8) 2.92 8) 27~ LABORtCAPlTALtMANAGMNT RETURN 1~952. !HI ~332. ( lll 27813. ( 14) 1247 3 . P", 35621• ( 161 10816· ( 16) 52434• 8) 1b559. 8) 27 - CHARGE FOR CAPITAL 980. 733. ( 11) 8860. ( 14) 910z, 14 ) 12401. ( lb) 13139. 116) 18188. 8) 2001> 2 . 8) 
278 LABOR AND MANAGEMENT RETURN 10972 . ( 11) 598. ! lll 18953. ( 14) 3370. ( 14) 23219· ( 16) - 2323· ( 16) 34 245• a, - 3502. Ill 279 -OPERATOR LABOR X $350/MO 4995 . Ill) 4581. 111 5025. ( 14) 4950. ( 4) 5425. ( 16) 5770. ( 15) 8487. 8) 5075. 8) 
280 MANAGEMENT RETURN 5977. ( 11) - 3983. ( 11) 13928. ( 14) - 1579. ( 14) 17794. ( 16) - 7733. ( 16) 25757. 8) - 85 77. 8) 
281 
COMPARATIVE FACTORS 
4647 9 . GROSS PRODUCTjON Ill) 29989 . ! 11) 57246. ( 14) 4692'+. 114) 13b13, tlEd 57592. ( 16 ) 105562. e, 100861. 8) 282 GROSS PRODUCT ON PER MAN 35953. (ll) 27119. 11) 43682. ( 14) 35059 . ( 14) 40360. ( 16) 34022. ( 16) 41553. 8) 37172. 8) 283 GRO~~ PRODUCflON/5100 INVESTED 39 . 75 
'HI 26.31 !H, 3y•Ot ( l4) 25·F ( 14) 30.91 ( lb I 22.18 116 I 30.72 8) p·56 8) 284 8~8ss ~~8B~~T~8~ ~~~ ~~~~ ACRE 261.3e Ill 1~~:8ij ul 19 •8 ( 4 I 174· 6 ! 1~ I 176. ( 16 1~9.80 ( 16 158.63 8) l 0.31 8) 285 18 • 5 124. 8 (14 127•66 134.80 I lEd 8.69 (16) 115.06 8) 22.56 8) 
286 MACHINERY INVESTMENT/CROP ACRE 52 . 10 Ill I zy.43 ( lll 40.92 ( 14) 40•7y ( 14) 40.07 ( 1b) 42.02 ( 16) 40.17 8) 43.64 8) 287 MACHINE & POWER COST/CROP ACRE 28 · 62 (11 2 ·77 ( ll) 24.04 ( 14) 25.0 ( 14) 23·12 ( 6) 26.91 116) 21.09 e l 25.38 8) 
288 FERTILIZER AND CHEM/ CROP ACRE a . o4 (11) 7.10 ( 11) 8.58 ( 13) 11.51 ( 14) 11.11 ( 16) 8.67 ( 15) 9.97 8) 12.48 8) 289 OTHER CROP EXPENSE I CROP ACRE l o74 (ll) 2.oa ( ll) 1.65 ( 14) 2 · 67 ( 14) 3.62 116) 1.69 ( 16) 1.68 8) 2.24 8) 










AVERAGES BY SIZE OF FARM 









m~1 ( 1561 (156) (156) (1561 (156) 
248 UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY 
249 HIRED 15<3 (149) 9o0 !1261 
DEPRECIATION 









































































NET LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 
BEEF DAIRY 5 Hm: ( 138) ( 63) ( 23) 
( 901 SHEEP SWINE POULTRY OTHER L!VSTOCK TOTAL NET LIVESTCK PRODUCTION FEED FED $ 
tl~~lf~CkR~~8~~T~7itobE~~EbE~D 
CROP ACREAGE SUMMARY IRRIGATED CROPS ACRES CORN 
GRAIN SORGHUM 
OTHER FEED GRAIN WHEAT CORN AND MILO SEED WHEAT SEED 


























I ~~ l 
HW ( 1561 
!1531 
TOTAL IRRIG CROP ACREAGE TOTAL IRRIG CROP VALUE 207o9 s 27039, 

















34,2 I 16) 
~2=~ l1nl 
38:8 I 6 ~! 
285•0 ( 1l 
~~=~ I 5§1 
31o8 ( 1) 
150o7 ( 291 
TOTAL NON•IRR CROP ACREAGE TOTAL NON-IRR CROP VALUE m:~ m~~~ 5 21943,' ( 152 
NON-TILLABLE LAND 






8n:I t8t~t t~~B ~~~5eg¥roN VALUE $ 36199, 
CROP YIELD SUMMARY 



















BU/ACRE BU/ACRE BU/ACRE BU/ACRE 
TO~S/ACR~ TOeam~E 
TONS/ACRE 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT/CROP ACRE MACHINE & POWER COST/CROP ACRE 
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AVERAGES BY SIZE OF FARM 
LINE ALL BELOW l3000 TO 17000 TO 25000 TO OVER 
FARMS 13000 17000 25000 40000 40000 
INCOME 506o 15 I 2Bo ( 41 61 MISCELLANEOUS $ 261o ( 881 204o < ia 1 r9lo ( 25 I m: 'W 62 TAX REFUNDS 130, 
l ~~! 86. l ~~ oo. F~! 69, l1o! 199. 18 I 219. ( 61 63 INSURANCE SETTLEMENTS 339. SOlo 303. 348, 141 934. ( 31 
64 TRUCKING AND MILAGE 1llo ( 20 I 30. I 2 I lOo ( 41 206o ( 61 l34o 
li! 
39o l ~~ 65 ~~~~~tl~?E~NEze~~~~gR 458o ll29 I 286o (301 381o (341 464o 140 I 598. 1160. 66 INCOME 204, 
' 
41 537. I ll 2l5o Ill o. I 01 684~~: o. ' 01 67 smyc~mtE 43174. 1127 I 12864. If I z~m: (33 I 34336, (361 24 174132• ' 91 68 3094. l ~8! 3791. ' 41 ( 7 I 2487, I 7 l 3709. 71 1605. ' ll 69 ~~m 2938, 3669o ( 8) 4324o ( 4) 1874. ( 6 I 431o 21 o. I Ol 70 16770, l 85) l1585o 1201 15104· '27 l 15099. j26 I 31666. 101 38372. 
' 
21 
7l POULTRY 4570. 151 22322. l 3) 65o ' 8) 43), 2) 22. 11 166. I ll 72 OTHER LIVESTOCK 329. 7 I 183o ( !! l?So ( 21 720. ( 21 o. Ol o. ( Ol 73 DRESSED BEEF 464, I l3l 970. 255. ( 41 22m: 1 ~~ 604. ~~ o. l Ol 74 DAIRY PRODUCTS 14452· ( 421 12200• ll5l 9223• ( 131 23257o 5839. ll 
75 WOOL SALES AND PAYMENTS 403o ( 2ll 690o ( 8) 350o ( 51 164o I 6) lOBo 21 o, 
' 
Ol 
76 ~RESSED PORK l34o ( l I o. ( Ol o. I 01 l34o ( 11 o. Ol o. ( 01 
77 GGS 137~: ( 27) 341. ' 61 l682o Pg! l3a1: ! tl ll03o 61 2700. l 8! 78 OTHER LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS ( ll o. ( Ol o. o. Oo 
79 tl~~~tg~~ ~~~bLIES AND SERVICES 540o ( 23 I 455o ( 51 48. ( 7 I 16 • ( ~I 1377. 41 2ll3o l 21 80 1372. ( 441 309. ( 61 437. (14) 1923. !121 66lo 10 I 11244' ( ;! u SEED AND MISC CROP INCOME 2!6t: l ~g! 2m: ! ~~ l07lo Pa! 3~H: m1 l768o 141 3080o FERTILIZER AND CHEMICALS 355o 5l4o 71 576. ( 21 83 Y~~y~~7Y~~ ~~t~~NI~LES 5507o jl381 2286. j28 I 3992o j341 60~~: !"Yl H07o 221 14974. ( Bl 84 223. . 4) 610. l) 60o ll l95o ll o. C Ol 
85 m~ ~~g~~ 12382. (1301 3309o (251 11052, ( 35) 13840, 142) l~m: 2ll nm: ( 71 86 2689o ! ~~I 1694o ! 17) 2335o ll~ I 3725o !W 10) ( ll 87 GENERAL FARM SUPPLIES 72· 85• 3 I 73• 63o 79o 10 l 82. ( ll 88 ~~~~?~E~$R~N~Ngo~t~~E~TN~oC~c 585. I 87) 382o 1151 5l2o 1241 776, ( 26 I 641+e l ~! 44lo I ~~ 89 1074. I 44! 6llo ! 18! ll76o !W 757o !W 1816• 707• 90 ~~~C ~~f~tE ~5~6AL INCOME l665o ! 6~ l lm: 1692• l800o 1844. 1~! 1165: ! 51 91 5453, Ill o. ( 01 8883o ( 3) 349o 92 CASH OPE~ATING INCOME 69556, l1~~~ 31989. l 3 ~l 46483, lW 6~%H: lW 111869' ~Sl 229692. I 91 93 lAPITAL ITEMS SOLD 1586o 656. 1176• l670o 707o 31 94 OT AL CASH I NCO~IE 70034, 11561 32105. (341 46856e (411 64455, (471 112557, 251 229928. ( 9) 
EXPENSE 51 I Zl 101 ~l~~~L~~~E8¥~ER LABOR EXPENSE 148o ( 271 12. I 21 l04o ( 71 260o 1111 72o l6o 102 2798o !1~~~ m: j3g! 1077o l4H 2m: j471 5620o 2~! 12W: l 9! i03 MISCELLANEOUS UTILITIES 3l2o 10& IB! 512o 42t l ~~ 04 ~~~~ ~t~~~~?~lrY 127, 042) 76o (32) 84o (391 l36o 168o HI 105 440o (1531 286o lW 1l~~= ~~Y! 529o li~i 493o 887o 91 106 ~t~~EL~~~E~~g gA~KING EXPENSE 1912o ! 1 I~1 1008. 2063o 2620. 25) 4537, ( 9) 107 73. 229o ( 3 I 2o 
' 21 25. ( ll 13. I ll 19' ' 41 ·g~ FARM INTEREST 2752. !tm 1m: !W 16~~: 1381 2506. !:6! 5293o l 24) 7463• ! 9) BANKSNG bEEy ~NO AC~TG EXPENSE 128. (4l l33o 218o ~5) l54o 9) i 10 t~~~ ~~~UR~N~EENSE EES 2123. (1561 ll60o j34l 1795o (4 ) 2102' (4~) mr: ! 2 §! 4692o ! 9) 111 727. 
!m! 
362o 341 539o !j;l 720o !m l8l5o 9) pz MARKETING EXPENSE AND TRUCKING 1025o 694• (33) 740o 833• l750o l 241 2399o ( 9) l3 STORAGE AND FUTURE CONTRACTS 462. l1~Yj lHo l ll 358o 14a! 27lo I al 599. 5 I 2000e ( l) 114 SUBSCRIPTIONS DUES ETC 104o 42o 33! 76o 107o ""! l60o ' 25! 290. ( 91 115 UNSPECIFIED LIVESTOCK EXPENSE o. I 1 o. I l o. ( 01 o. I 0 o. l 2~ o. l Ol 116 BEEF CATTLE 3l023o (1071 7910o jl8> l2866o 1271 2597lo j321 49084o 107538. 9) m DAIRY CATTLE g;t ! fgl 836• I 1~ l 98lo ( 2 I 7~~2: ll m: ( Sl 460. l &! SHEEP 2645. 2310. ( 41 ( 3 I 
' 
ll o. 
119 SWINE 1182. l 751 599o ( )!;) 1115& 1241 1278. 1221 llH• I lll 4l02o ( 3) 120 POULTRY 601o 301 1846o ( 61 374. 121 Slo ( Sl 105o I 3 I 1508• ( ll 
121 OTHER LIVESTOCK 509, ( 231 169o 
!321 
1073. !4~~ 6Ho po 1 155, ( 3) 67. ( 21 m LVSTK PRODUCTS SUPPLYS SERVICES 810o am 458. 4m: 600o 451 1693, l ~;! 2049. ' 9) C~~~~t8~~ ~5~~G~RAIN 8688o 5198. ( 3ll (40) 7672. (1;2) l4865o 27132. ( 9) 124 1031o m~! 694o m! 871. !W 513o lW ~477o !g! 995. ( 71 125 LIVESTOCK SUPPLEMENTS 4m: 2279• 3201• 3809• Ol5o 9240o ( 91 126 UNSPECIFIED CROP EXPENSE ( 51 12. I ll o. I 01 23. !471 ll~~= l 2~ I 422. l ~~ 127 SEED AND PLANTS 904o (1541 389o (341 591o (401 l088o 2806. 
f28 tm 1 ~M~nALS 3406o <pol 1440o ( 331 2739. (38) 3748. 146 I 5395. l ~~~ 6;385o ! ~~ 29 668o 1 n1 277. j271 569, 1351 758o !40 I 848o 1642• 130 GOVERNMENT PROGRAM EXPENSE 97• l3• 81 18• ( 191 248• ( 221 47, I 16) 32. ! ~~ 131 IRRIGATION WATER 932. l ~9! 469o l 9! 7l2o ! ~~ 909. ll~! 1599. ( 5) 30e 132 FEED CROPS PURCHASED m~: 1560o 7323o un: 3555. l 5! 8892. l 51 133 ~~~~ ~e~~Czt~RCHASED ( 2 I o. ( 01 o, ( 0 I ( 2 I o. o. 134 688, HW 506. m! 599o ~~~~ 679, 1m 772o ( 241 1601. ( 9) 135 CUSTOM WORK AND MACHINE RENTAL l305o 636• 884o l78So 1637. ( 25) 2238. ( 9) 
136 ~~~~~~~~AT~N~E~~UIPMENT PURCHSE 7227. (148) 3497o (331 5476o <39) 7l4lo (441 lOOOOo I 23 I z~m: ( 9) 137 1714. p~~~ 893, (231 1542. (291 1524, lW 1925, I t~ I l 7) p8 REAL ESTATE PURCHASED 6935, 6463. (191 5!97. ( 20 l 7456. 6666• 11971• 7) 39 ~A~~T~~~~E~~5 ~g~~~~gNT REPAIR ll4o HW 79o (26) 102o (32) l44o (381 l45o ( 191 57o ( 8) y40 1912, 1055. (341 1407. (411 1810o (471 2996. ( 251 4966. ( 91 41 BUILDING REPAIR 401o ( 142 I 264o !301 299. ( 38 I 238. (41) 742o ( 251 1172' ( 81 142 CAtl~t~ACE~U~~~~1~sEXPENSE 668. l1W Oo Ol 687o l4f! ""m: !"H 102m: ! 2~ 908• l l) 143 59754o 24139o 341 35420o 21185Si 91 144 l~Yl~A~A~~R~~~~~~E llll4o ( 150 l 7006. (341 8177. !391 11002. (45) 14541. ( 231 31! 57. ( 91 145 70441, 1156 I 31146o (341 43198. 4ll 65447. (471 ll5623o ( 2,5 I 243015. ( 9) 
LOAN SUMMARY 
JANUARY 1966 
46 LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $ 48883, m~! 23210o m! 28972' m! 45747, !j~l a~m: 21; I um~: ~~ 47 C~~~U~~~ tS~9UNTS RECEIVABLE 3104o 2249• 2460o 2499• 141 
48 LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 59540o <1371 28868. (291 38122• 132 I 53193. (441 98163, 23) 1668%. 9) 
49 CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 3173, 
lm! 
158lo j23l 2455o 
m! 3495o p3l 
~433o ( 15) 5'+14e 8) 
~~ j~~~~~~ l~~~ t8~~ ~~+!8 Oe34 Oo35 321 Oo31 Oo35 471 Oo38 125) o.n 9) Oo35 1148) Oo37 (301 Oo3l 1391 0.36 (461 Oo% (24) Oo39 9) 
265 F!NA~~6~~ ~~~~A~~C E $ 74936, !H~! Hm: m! 51129. !~U 70222. 1m 118248' 25) 242472. 9) 266 GROSS CASH EXP~~SES 70'137· 43434• 65806• 115914, 2 51 243562' 9) 267 NET CASH BALANCES 4196. 056 I 2459. (34) 7695o 141 I 41-tl58" (471 233'4, 25) -lllOo 91 
268 ~t8~ 8~~tN0g~6 ~~~~BtTs 20187, HW 10607o (341 17885. (411 21047, 1471 27902, 25) 40937. Ill 2&9 ~m~: 10834o (341 l8236o (411 21412. 1471 28389. 2 5) 41352. 91 270 PLUS INTEREST PAID HW 11937. !W 19775. !W 23865o !471 334 72' 25) 48816' 9) 271 LABORoCAPTALoMANAGMNT RETURN 23169• 11937• 19775• 23865• 471 334 72. 2 51 48816, 91 
m - OPERATOR LABOR X 5350/MO 1~gH: 053 I m~: (34) 14m: ( 4ll 5o4lo ml 6356. 24) ":m: 8) CAPITA~A~7~A~A~~~~~~DRETURN (156) (341 (411 16442. 27368, 251 91 274 2529~h 056) 115482. (341 181964. (411 257764. (47) 382228• ( 251 711464• Ill 275 PERCENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT 23l69, (1561 6o23 134) 8o25 ( 411 7o09 (47) 7·37 !25) 6o0l 9) 276 LABOR!C~~A~t~·~e~Ag~~Ir~tTURN ( 156 I 11937, (341 19775' ( 411 23865& (47) 33472. l 25! ~m~: ~~ 277 12647, 056 I 5774. (341 9098. ( 411 12888. (47) um:, H 278 LABOR AND MANAGEMENT RETURN l0522o m~! 6163. !W l067bo (411 10977, lW D242• 91 279 -OPERATOR LABOR X $350/MO 522Bo 4658• ,, 797 0 141 I 5541• 6358o ( 241 468lo 81 280 MANAGEMENT RETURN 5393, !l56 I 1505. (341 5879{! (411 5554o (471 8256. ( 251 9061. \)) 
TABLE Vlb 
FEED CHAIN-FORAGE FARHS 
NON- IRRIGATED (BY PER CENT OF 
IRRIGATED CROPLAND TllRIGATED) 
LINE -i:i~ssniAN-50 OVER 50 
INVENTORY SUMMARY 
41 TOTAL BEGINNING INVENTORY $ 209494, I lo l 288124. ( 15) 239257. ( 10) 53 NET BEGINNING INVENTORY 185548, 
IU! 
249051. It~! 207842, <10) 42 TOTAL CLOSING INVENTORY Fl769o 29y71Bo zyo455, <lo) 54 NET ENDING INVENTORY 92386. 116! 25 ooz. IW 2 7'l24o ( 10) 43 TOTAL INVENTORY CHANGE 12274• ( r6 8594• 111n. ( 10) 55 NET INVENTORY CHANGE o838o 
I 1~! 1951. IW 0082, pol 44 AVERAGE INVENTORY 215632• 292421• 249856• 10) 
LABOR USE I MONTHS) 
248 UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY 12o9 1 16) 15.4 Iii! 14e8 I 10) 249 HIRED 5•5 13) 8·0 6o2 ( 9) 
DEPRECIATION 
250 MA~t6NERY ANB EQUAPM~NT $ 3222. p6) 4845. I l5) 5049, pg! 251 BU !NGS AN IMP OV MENTS l336o 16) 1647. 15 ) 1754, 
NET LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 
252 BH~Y $ 9994o 1 14) 9525. I u) 7931o I 8) 253 640. 7 l 545o 3) 155. 2) 254 SHEEP 24&9. ( 2 l 974o ( 4l 266o ( 2) 
255 SWINE 4l3'8o ( 8 l 4947o ( 8) 6293, ( 4) 
256 POULTRY 298. ( 6 l l85o ( 5) 6llo ( 1) 
257 OTHER L!VSTOCK -44o ( 5 l 20o ( 5) -41. ( 5) 
258 TOTAL NET LIVESTCK PRODUCTION 12267. ( 15 l ll425e ( 15) 992o, ( 9) 
259 FEED FED $ 11618. ( l6) 12936. ( 15 l 8122. ( 10) 
260 LIVSTCK PRODCTN LESS FEED FED -315. ( 16) -180\lo ( 15) 8l0o pol 261 LIVESTOCK•PRODCTN/$100 FEED FD 98o 115) 109• ( 14) 107o 9) 
CROP ACREAGE SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS ACRES ( 13) 153 CORN o.o 0) 129o5 267o9 ( 10) 
155 GRAIN SORGHUM OoO 0 l 84o5 ( 10) 64.1 ( 4) 
157 OTHER FEED GRAIN o.o 0) o.o ( 0) o.o ( 0) 159 WHEAT o.o 0) 50o0 I l ) o.o ( 0) 
161 CORN AND MILO SEED o.o 01 o.o ( 0 l o.o ( 0) 163 WHEAT SEED o.o 0) o.o ( 0) OoO ( 0) 
H1 XU~AN AND MISC FORAGE o.o 0) o.o ( 0) o.o ( 0) L ALFA o.o 0) 24o7 ( 4) 28o0 ( 3) 169 OTtER FORAGE o.o 0 l o.o ( 0) 17.0 ( l) 171 Sf AGE o.o 0) 12o5 ( 4l 20.7 ( 3) 173 S RAW o.o 0) o.o ( 0 l o.o ( 0) 
tH FORAGE CROP SEED o.o 0 l o.o ( 0) o,o ( 0) POPCORN o.o 0) o.o ( 0) u.o ( 0) 
179 SOYBEAI\S o.o 0) 45 ol ( l) 60.0 ( 1) 
181 SUGAR BEETS o.o 0) o.o ( 0 l o.o ( 0) 
183 OTHER CASH CROPS o.o Ol 90o0 ( l) o.o ( Ol 
165 TOTAL IRR!G CROP ACREAGE OoO 0) 190o9 ( 15) 315o9 ( 10) 
291 TOTAL IRRIG CROP VALUE $ Oo Ol 23910. ( 15) 44843o ( 10) 
10N-IRRIGATED CROPS ACRES 
189 CORN 153ol ( a l 24o0 ( 4) o.o 0) 191 GRAIN SORGHUM 149o9 ( 13j 93o9 ( 12 l 31,5 2) 193 OATS 69o6 ( 5 o.o ( 0) 24o0 l) 195 BARLEY 29o6 ( l) o.o ( 0) o.o 0) 
197 RYE o.o ( 0 l o.o ( 0) o,o 0 l 
199 WHEAT ua. 2 ( 15 l 2l4o8 ( 12) 105o8 3 l 201 OTHER FEED GRAIN o.o ( Ol o.o ( 0) o.o 0) 
203 CORN AND MILO SEED o.o ( 0 l o.o ( 0) o.o Q) 205 WHEAT SEED o.o ( ~~ o.o ( 0) o.o 0) 207 SUDAN AND MISC FORAGE 24o5 ( 22•0 ( l l l4o4 l) 209 ALFALFA 46o0 llO l 22o4 ( 9) 65.2 3) 211 OTHER FORAGE 33o0 ( 4) 48o2 ( 7) 9o0 2) 
213 SILAGE l9o1 ( 6 l 14•6 ( 3) 20.• 0 l) 215 STRAW o.o ( 1 l o.o ( l) o.o 0) 
217 FORAGE CROP SEED o.o ( Ol o.o ( 0) o.o 0) 
219 POPCORN o.o ( Ol 55o0 ( 11 o.o 0) 221 SOYBEANS 54o0 ( 8) 51o5 ( 2) 13o4 l) 223 OT~ER CASH CROPS o.o ( 0) o.o ( 0 I o.o 0) 225 SU 1-\ER FALLOW 246o4 ( 5 l 375o2 ( 5 l o.o ( 0) 227 Dl VEE TED AC~ES 141o8 IW 136 .o !H! 85.5 ! 1g! 229 T0TA NON-I R CROP ACREAGE 602o4 565o5 l35o0 292 TOTAL NON-IRR CROP VALUE $ 38550. ( 16) 25556. ( 15) 8o38o ( 10) 
NON-TfLLABLE LAND ACRES 
231 NA IVE HAY 10oO ( l) OoO ( 0 l o.o ( 0) 233 NON TILLABLE PASTURE l90o6 pol 204o8 ( 12 l 367.2 ( 7) 235 WOODLAND 24o9 2 l o.o ( 0) o.o ( Ol 237 ROADS AND WASTELANDS 48oO 
IW 
44o0 H~! 69o8 ! i8! 239 TOTAl LAND ACREAGE 844o9 955.5 777o9 293 TOTAL LAND PRODUCTION VALUE $ 39508. ( 16) 50195. ( 15) 54787. ( 10) 
CROP YIELD SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS 
154 CORN SUI ACRE o.o 0) 12lo3 ( 13) ll9o9 ( 10) 
156 GRAIN SORGHUM BU/ACRE OoO 8! 103o4 
( 10) 94o4 I 4) 160 WHEAT BU/ACRE o.o 62o0 (l) o.o 0 l 
162 CORN AND MILO SEED BUIACRE o.o o.o ( 0) o.o ( 0) 164 WHEAT SEED BU/ACRE o.o Ol o.o ( 0) o.o ( 0) 
1~8 ALFALFA TONS/ACRE o.o 0 l 4o0 ( 4) 5ol ( 3) I a~ SILAGE TONS/ACRE o.o 0 l 13o7 ( 3 l 22ob ( 3) SOYBEANS BUIACRE o.o Ol 24o7 ( ll 4~e0 I 1 ) 162 SUGAR BEETS TONS/ACRE o.o Ol o.o ( 0) o.o 0 l 
NON-IRRIGATED CROPS 
190 CORN BU/ACRE 8oo3 ( 8) 91ol ( 3) o.o 0) 
192 GRAIN SORGHUM BU/ACRE 84o2 ( 13! 79ol ( 12) 65ol 2l 194 OATS BU/ACRE 38o5 ( 5 o.o ( 0) 43o7 l) 200 WHEAT BU/ACRE 42o8 ( 15 l 32o6 ( 12 l 38o6 3 l 204 CORN AND MILO SEED BU/ACRE o.o ( 0 l o.o ( 0 l o.o 0) 
zoo WHEAT SEED BU/ACRE o.o ( 0) OoO ( 0) o.o 0 l 210 ALFALFA TONS/ACRE 2o8 ( 10 l 2o6 ( 9) loo 3) 
214 S6LAGE TONS/ACRE 14•4 ( 6 l 15•4 ( 3 l l5o0 1 ) 222 S YBEAI'<S BU/ACRE 33o8 ( 8 l 40o4 ( 2) 17o9 1 ) 232 NATIVE HAY TONS/ACRE o.o ( l l o.o ( 0 l o.o 0 l 
COMPARATIVE FACTORS 
281 GROSS PRODUCTION 51007o ( 16) 61546. ( 15) 63 738. ( 10) 282 GROSS PRODUCTION PER MAN 3382lo ( 16 l 35744, ( 15) 40105. ( 10) 
283 GROSS PRODUCTION/$100 INVESTED 23•47 (16 l 20o49 ( 15 l 23•94 ( 10 l 284 GROSS PRODUCTION PER CROP ACRE 97.18 ( 16) 99.36 ( 15) l42o23 (10) 285 GROSS PRODUCTION PER ACRE 73.74 ( 16 l 85o09 ( 15 l l02o05 110) 
286 MACHINERY INVESTMENT/CROP ACRE 27•58 ( 16 l 33o74 ( 15) 48•38 ( 10) 287 MACHIN[ & POWER COST/CROP ACRE 14o82 1 lo l l9o56 ( 15 l 25o69 110) 
288 FERT~LIZER ANS CHEM/ CROP ACRE 7o29 IW 7.82 ( 15l l5o18 H8! 289 OTHE CROP EX ENSE I CROP ACRE lo46 2o42 ( 15 2o74 





































































































TRUCKING AND MILAGE 
MARKETING AND STORAGE 










OTHER LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS 
LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 
Ll VES TDCK FEED 
SEED AND MISC CROP INCOME 
FERTILIZER AND CHEMICALS 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS 
IRRIGATION WATER SALES 
FEED CROPS 
CASH CROPS 
GENERAL FARM SUPPLIES 
CUSTOM WORK AND MACH RENT INC 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SOLD 
REAL ESTATE RENTAL INCOME 
REAL ESTATE'SOLD 
CASH OPERATING INCOME 
CAPITAL ITEMS SOLD 
TOTAL CASH INCOME 
EXPENSE 
MISCELLANEOUS 




FARM FUEL AND OIL 
MISCELLANEOUS BANKING EXPENSE 
FARM INTEREST 
BANKING FEES AND ACCTG EXPENSE 
TAXES AND LISCENSE FEES 
FARM INSURANCE 
MARKETING EXPENSE AND TRUCKING 
STORAGE AND FUTURE CONTRACTS 
SUBSCRIPTIONS DUES ETC 






LVSTK PRODUCTS SUPPLYS SERVICES 
LIVESTOCK FEED GRAIN 
LIVESTOCK FORAGE . 
LIVESTOCK SUPPLEMENTS 
UNSPECIFIED CROP EXPENSE 
SEED AND PLANTS 
FERTILIZERS 
CROP CHEMICALS 
GOVERNMENT PROGRAM EXPENSE 
IRRIGATION WATER 
FEED CROPS PURCHASED 
CASH CROPS PURCHASED 
FARM SUPPLIES 
CUSTOM WORK AND MACHINE RENTAL 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT PURCHSE 
REAL ESTATE RENT 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASED 
MISCELLANEOUS REPAIRS 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT REPAIR 
BUILDING REPAIR 
CAPITALIZED ~EPAIR EXPENSE 
CAP!iAL PU~CHASES 
CAPITAL PURCHASES 
TOTAL CASH EXPENSE 
LIJAN SUMMARY 
JANUARY 1966 
LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
JANUARY 1967 
LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
JANUARY 1966 LOAN RATIO 
JANUARY 1967 LOAN RATIO 
$ 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
GROSS CASH INCOME S 
GROSS CASH EXPENSES 
NET CASH BALANCES 
PLUS INVENTORY CHANGE 
PLUS HOME USED PRODUCTS 
PLUS INTEREST PAID 
LABORtCAPTALtMANAGMNT RETURN 
- OPERATOR LABOR X $350/MO 
CAPITAL AND MANAGMNT RETURN 
CAPITAL MANAGED 
PERCENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
LABORtCAPITALtMANAGMNT RETURN 
- CHARGE FOR CAPITAL 
LABOR AND MANAGEMENT RETURN 
-OPERATOR LABOR X $350/MO 
MANAGEMENT RETURN 
IRRIGATED (BY P~R CENT Of 
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LIVESTOCK FARMS WESTERN NEBRASKA 
A!.L BEEF 
INVENTORY SUMMARY 
TOTAL BEGINNING INVENTORY NET BEGINNING INVENTORY TOTAL CLOSING INVENTORY 
NET ENDING INVENTORY 








NET INVENTORY CHANGE 
AVERAGE INVENTORY 
LABOR USE IMONTHSI 
UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY HIRED 
DEPRECIATION 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS 







T8TAL NET LIVESTCK PRODUCTION FEE FED $ 
LIVSTCK PRODCTN LESS FEED FED 
LIVESTOCK PRODCTN/$100 FEED FD 
CROP ACREAGE SUMMARY IRRIGATED CROPS ACRES 
CORN GRAIN SORGHUM 
OTHER FEED GRAIN 
WHEAT . CORN AND MILO SEED 
WHEAT SEED SUDAN AND MISC FORAGE ALFALFA OTHER FORAGE SILAGE STRAW 
~8P~8ANCROP SEED 
SOYBEANS 
SUGAR BEETS OTHER CASH CROPS 
TOTAL IRRIG CROP ACREAGE 
TOTAL IRRIG ~ROP VALUE S 
NON-IRRIGATED CROPS ACRES 
CORN GRAIN SORGHUM OATS 
~¢~1,.EY 
WHEAT 
g6H~RA~SE~~E~A!~ED WH~AT SEED 
i~~~~F~ND MISC FORAGE 
OTHER FORAGE 
~t~~~E 
FORAGE CROP SEED 
~8~i~~~s 
OTHER CASH CROPS 
a~~~~~EbAk~~~S 
TOTAL NON-IRR CROP ACREAGE 
TOTAL NON-IRR CROP VALUE S 
NON-TILLABLE LAND ACRES 
NATI¥E HAY NON ILLABLE PASTURE WOODLAND 
ROADS AND WASTELANDS 
TOTAL LAND ACREAGE 
TOTAL LAND PRODUCTION VALUE $ 
CROP YIELD SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS 
CORN GRAIN SORGHUM 










CORN AND MILO SEED WHEAT SEED 

















GROSS PRODUCTION GROSS PRODUCTION PER MAN 
GROSS PR8DUCT ON/5100 INVESTED GROSS PR DUCTION PER CROP ACRE 
GROSS PRODUCTION PER ACRE 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT/CROP ACRE 
MACHINE & POWER COST/CROP ACRE 
FERTILIZER AND CHEM/ CROP ACRE 
OTHER CROP EXPENSE I CROP ACRE 
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EASTERN NEBR. REEF FEEDING 
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Ml SCEL.L.ANEOUS $ 
TAX REFUNDS INSURANCE SETTL.EMENTS 
TRUCKI NG AND MIL.AGE 
MARKETING AND STORAGE 
~~S~E~A~fE~ L.IVESTOCK INCOME 






WOOL SAL.ES AND PAYMENTS 
DRESSED PORK 
EGGS 
OTHER L.!VESTOCK PRODUCTS 
L.IVESTOCK SUPPL.IES AND SERVICES 
L.l VES T0CK FEED 
~~~9,t7~E~~~~Dc~~~M~~~E~E 
GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS 
IRRIGATION WATER SALES 
FEED CROPS CASH CROPS 
GENERAL. FARM SUPPL.IES 
CUSTOM WORK · AND MACH RENT INC 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SOL.D 
REAL. ESTATE RENTAL. INCOME 
REAL. ESTATE SOL.D 
CASH OPERATING INCOME 
CAPITAL. ITEMS SOLD 
TOTAL. CASH INCOME 
EXPENSE 
MISCEL.L.ANEgus WAGES AND THER L.ABOR EXPENSE 
MISCEL.L.ANEOUS UTIL.ITIES 
~~~~ tt~~Y~?~!Tv 
FARM FUEL. AND OIL. 
MISCEL.L.ANEOUS BANKING EXPENSE 
~~~~~~~T~~~gTAND ACCTG EXPENSE 
TAXES AND L.ISCENSE FEES 
FARM INS URANCE 
MARKETING EXPENSE AND TRUCKING 
STORAGE AND FUTURE CONTRACTS SUBSCRIPTIONS· DUES ETC 




POUL.TRY OTHER L.IVESTOCK 
$ 
L.VSTK PRODUCTS SUPPL.YS SERVICES 
L.fVEST0CK FEED GRAIN 
L. VESTOCK FORAGE 
L.IVESTOCK SUPPL.EMENTS 
UNSPECIFIED CROP EXPENSE 
SEED AND PL.ANTS 
FERTIL.IZERS 
CROP CHEM ICAL.S 
GOVERNMENT PROGRAM EXPENSE 
IRRIGATION WATER 
FEED CROPS PURCHASED 
CASH CROPS PURCHASED 
FARM SUPPL.I ES CUSTOM WORK AND MACHINE RENTAL. 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT PURCHSE 
REAL. ESTATE RENT 
REAL. ESTATE PURCHASED 
MISCEL.L.ANEOUS REPAIRS 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT REPAIR 
BUIL.DING REPAIR CAPITAL.IZED REPAIR EXPENSE 
CAPITAL. PURCHASES 
CAPITAL. PURCHASES 
TOTAL. CASH EXPENSE 
L.OAN SUMMARY 
JANUARY 1966 
L.OANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABL.E 
C~~~U~~~ ~~~9UNTS RECEIVABL.E 
L.OANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
JANUAKY 1966 LOAN RAffO 
JANUARY 1967 L.OAN RA 0 
FINANCIAL. SUMMARY 
a~8~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~ES 
NETPtO~H~~e~~~§~~ CHANGE 
PL.US HOME USED PRODUCTS 
PL.US INTEREST PAID 
LABORoCAPTALtMANAGMNT RETURN 
- OPERA TOR L.ABOR X 5350/MO CAPITAL. AND MANAGMNT RETURN 
CAPITAL. MANAGED 
PERCENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
L.ABORtCAPITAL.tMANAGMNT RETURN 
- CHARGE FOR CAPITAL. 
L.ABOR AND MANAGEMENT RETURN 
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LOCATION OF FARMS ACCORDING TO TYPE OF FARM 
Area 
FARM TYPE 0 l 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 
LIVESTOCK 
Western Nebr. All Beef l 2 l l 
East. Nebr. Beef Feeding-Irrig. 3 3 
East. Nebr. Beef Feed.-Non-Irrig. l 2 2 7 4 
East. & Central Nebr. Dairy l 2 2 6 5 
Cent. & East. Nebr. Swine All 2 l 2 5 
East. Nebr. Beef-Swine Irrig. 5 4 l l l 
East. Nebr. Beef-Swine Non-Irrig. 3 2 l 4 5 
Beef-Dairy-All l l l l l l 
General Livestock l 2 2 2 3 6 7 
FEED GRAIN & FORAGE 
Non-Irrigated 2 2 2 3 7 
Irrigated -
Less than 5CJfa of Cropland Irr. l l l 9 2 l 
Over 5CJfa of Cropland Irr. l 2 0 5 l l 
- 19 -
AVERAGES BY PERCENT OF CROPLAND IRRIGATED IN 1966 
Farms which had no cropland irrigated in 1966 are averaged according to area, 
size, and return on investment in Table VIla and VIIb. Farms which had cropland 
irrigated in 1966 are averaged in Tables VIIIa and VIIIb according to percent of 
cropland irrigated, area, and return on investment. 
The table below shows the location, by area, of farms included in the non-irrigated 
and irrigated groups. 
Non-Irrigated 
Central & Western Nebr.-Al1 
Eastern Nebraska 
Size index under 13,000 
Size index 13-17,000 
Size index 17-25,000 
Size index Over 25,000 
Irrigated (%· of Cropland) 
Less than 25% Areas 0-3 
Less than 25% Areas 4-9 
25-5o% Areas 0-3 
25-5o% Areas 4-9 
Over 5o% Areas 0-3 
Over 5o% Areas l~-9 
0 l 2 3 
2 2 2 l 
l 6 l 
1 3 l 
2 4 3 
- 20 -
Area 
































BY FARM SIZE INDEX CENTRAL AND 
WESTERN NEBR. 
INVENTORY SUMMARY 
TOETA~ BEGINNING INVENTORY N T BEGINNING INVENTORY 
TOTA~ C~OS!NG IN¥ENTORY NET ENDING !NVEN ORY 
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MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
BUI~OINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS 
5 
NET ~IVESTOCK PRODUCTION 
BEEF 5 
OAtRY SH EP 
Sill NE 
POU~TRY 
OTHER ~IV~TOCK FE~8T~~0N T ~IVESTCK PRODUCTIONS 
tl~~!,~c~R~~§~~T~7~~0~E~~EbE~O 
CROP ACREAGE SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS ACRES 
CORN GRAIN SORGHUM 
OTHER FEED GRAIN 
WHEAT 
CORN AND MI~O SEED 
~0E~~ fRE0MISC FORAGE 
A~FA~FA 
OTHER FORAGE 
S!~AGE S RAW 





TOTA~ RRIG CROP VA~UE 
NON-IRRIGATED CROPS 
CORN 
GRAIN SORGHUM OATS 
IIARlE't' 
RYE 
WHEAT OTHER FEED GRAIN CORN AND MI~O SEED 
WH~AT SEED SU AN AND MISC FORAGE 
A~ A~FA 
OlHER FORAGE S ~AGE 
S RAW 
FORAGE CROP SEED 
POPCORN 
SOYBEANS 













































·a7aoo TOTA~ NON-IRR CROP ACREAGE 
TOTA~ NON-IRR CROP VA~UE 5 26005. 
NON-TI~~AB~E ~AND 
NATI.VE HAY 
NON Tl~~AB~E PASTURE 
woog~ No 
ROA S AND WASTE~ANDS 
TOTA~ ~AND ACREAGE 









CROP YIE~D SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS 
CORN 
GRAlN SORGHUM lo/HE T 


































GRoss PRoDUCTION PER MAN GROSS PRODUCT ON/SlOO INVESTED GROSS PRODUCTION PER CROP ACRE 
GROSS PRODUCTION PER ACRE 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT/CROP ACRE 
MACHINE & POWER COST/CROP ACRE 
FERTI~IZER AND CHEM/ CROP ACRE 
OTHER CROP EXPENSE I CROP ACRE 
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BY FARM SIZE INDEX 
INCOME 
Ml SCELLANEOUS I 
TAX REFUNDS 
INSURANCE SETTLEMENTS 
TRUCKING AND MILAGE 
MARKETING AND STORAGE 
~~f~E~l~!c~ LIVESTOCK INCOME 
DAIRY CAfTLE SHEEP 




WOOL SALES AND PAYMENTS 
DRESSED PORK 
EGGS 
OTHER LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS 
LjVEST0CK SUPPLIES AND SERVICES L VESTOCK FEED 
SEED AND MISC CROP INCOME 
FERTILIZER AND CHEMICALS GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS 
IRRIGATION WATER SALES 
FEED CROPS 
CASH CROPS 
GENERAL FARM SUPPLIES 
CUSTOM WORK AND MACH RENT INC 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT SOLO 
REAL ESTATE RENTAL INCOME 
REAL ESTATE SOLO 
CASH OPERATING INCOME CAPITAL ITEMS SOLO 




~~=~ ~ck~~~?~TTY FARM FUEL AND OIL 
~l~~El~~~R~~~ BANKING EXPENSE 
BANKING FEES AND ACCTG EXPENSE 
TAXES AND LISCENSE FEES 
FARM INSURANCE 
MARKETING EXPENSE AND TRUCKING STORAGE AND FUTURE CONTRACTS 
SUBSCRIPTIONS DUES ETC 






LVSTK PRODUCTS SUPPLYS SERVICES 
LIVESTOCK FEED GRAIN 
LfVESTOCK FORAGE L VESTOCK SUPPLEMENTS 
UNSPECIFIED CROP EXPENSE 
SEED AND PLANTS 
FERTILIZERS 
CROP CHEMICALS 
GOVERNMENT PROGRAM EXPENSE 
~~~bG~~O~~ ~e~~~ASED 
CASH.CROPS PURCHASED FARM SUPPU ES 
~~~~?~E~~R~N~N~o~t~~~~T ~O~~~~E 
REAL ESTATE RENT 
~r~~EtEI~~6u~u~~~~~~~ 
MACHINERY AND EQUI~MENT REPAIR 
BUILDING REPAIR 
CAPITALIZED REPAIR EXPENSE 
CAPITAL PURCHASES CAPITAL PURCHASES 
TOTAL CASH EXPENSE 
LOAN SUMMARY 
JANUARY 1966 
LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $ 
CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
JANUARY 1967 
LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEjVABLE 
JANUARY 1966 LOAN RAT 8 JANUARY 1967 LOAN RATI 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
GROSS CASH INCOME 
GROSS CASH EXPENSES 
NET CASH BA~ANCES 
PLUS INVENTORY CHANGE 
PLUS HOME USED PRODUCTS 
PLUS INTEREST PAID 
LABORoCAPTALtMANAGMNT RETURN 
$ 
- OPERATOR LABOR X 5350/MO· 
CAPITAL AND MANAGMNT RETURN CAPITAL MANAGED 
PERCENT RETURN ON INVESTMENT 
LABORtCAPITALtMANAGMNJ RETURN 
- CH RGE FOR CAP TAL 
LABOR AND MANAGEMENT RETURN 
-OPERATOR LABOR X 1350/MO 
MANAGEMENT RETURN 
CENTRAL AND 
WESTxr~ NEBR , 
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LESS THAN 25 PER CENT IRR. 
AREAS AREAS 
.!l.....!..1... 4,5,6,7,8,9 
25-50 PER CENT IHR. 
W & CENT. NEBR. 
TOtAL BjGINNINy INVTNTORY ~BTA~EgL~~~~a ~~~~~T8~~ 
~gtAtN~A~~Nt~~~Nt~~~GE 









5, 5, 5, 5, 
5, 5, 5, NET INVENTORY CHANGE AVERAGE INVENTORY 
LABOR USE IMONTHSl 
UNPAID OPERATOR AND FAMILY HIRED 
DEPRECIATION 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT 
BUILDINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS 
NET LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 
5 
BEEF $ 
DAIRY SHEEP SWINE 
POULTRY 
OTHER L.IVSTOCK 
T8TAL. NET L.IVESTCK PRODUCTION FEE FED $ 
LIVSTCK PRODCTN LESS FEED FED 
LIVESTOCK PRODCTN/5100 FEED FD 
CROP ACREAGE SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS ACRES CORN 
g~~~~ ~~~gH~~AIN 
WHEAT 
CORN AND MILO SEED 
~05~~ ~~I5DMISC FORAGE ALFALFA 




TOTAL. fRRIG CROP ACREAGE TOTAL. RRIG CROP VALUE 5 
NON-IRRIGATED CROPS ACRES 




WHEAT SEED SUDAN AND MISC FORAGE ALFALFA 
OJHER FORAGE S LAGE STRAW 
FORAGE CROP SEED POPCORN SOYBEANS 
gTHER C~~H C~OPS D~~~~~ED Xe~ES 
TOTAL NON-IRR CROP ACREAGE 
TOTAL. NON-IRR CROP VALUE 5 
NON-IILLABLE LAND ACRES 
N T!VE HAY 
NON TIL.LABL~ PASTURE 
=8~B~A~~D WASTELANDS 
TOTAL. LAND ACREAGE 
TOTAL. L.AND PRODUCTION VALUE $ 
CROP YIELD SUMMARY 
IRRIGATED CROPS 
CORN 
GRAIN SORGHUM WHE T 
CORN AND MILO SEED 
WHEAT SEED ALFALFA 
~6~~~~NS SUGAR BEETS 
NON-IRRIGATED CROPS CORN 
GRAIN SORGHUM 
S~TXT CO~N AND MILO SEED 
WHEAT SEED AL.FAL.FA 
SILAGE SOYBEANS 
NATIVE HAY 
















GROSS PR08UCT,ON PER MAN GROSS PRO UCT ON/5100 INVESTED 
GROSS PRODUCTION PER CROP ACRE GROSS PRODUCTION PER ACRE 
MACHINERY INVESTMENT/CROP ACRE MACHINE & POWER COST/CROP ACRE 
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MARKETING AND STORAGE 













OTHER LiVESTOCK PRODUCTS 
LIVESTOCK SUPPLIES AND SERVICES 
LIVESTOCK FEED 
SEED ANIO MISC CROP INCOME FERTIL ZER AND CHEM CALS GOVERNMENT PAYMENTS 
IRRIGATION WATER SALES 
FEED CROPS CASH CROPS 
GENERAL FARM SUPPLIES 
CUSHTOM WORK AND MA
1
CH RENT . INC 
MAC INERY AND EQU PMENT SOLO 
REAL ESTATE RENTAL INCOME 
REAL ESTATE SOLO 
~~~~T2EE~~t~~Gs6~00ME 
TOTAL CASH INCOME 
EXPENSE 
MISCELLANEOUS S 
WAGES AND OTHER LABOR EXPENSE 
MISCELLANEOUS UTILITIES 
~~~~ tE~~~~?~TTY 
FARM FUEL AND OIL 
MISCELLANEO~¥ BANKING EXPENSE ~~~~~~~T~~~S AND ACCTG EXPENSE 
TAXES AND LISCENSE FEES 
FARM INSURANCE 
~~~~~~lNXN~X~o~e~EA~8Nt~~~~!NG 
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LVSTK PRODUCTS SUPPLYS SERVICES 
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GOVERNMENT PROGRAM EXPENSE 
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~iga ~g~~ ~~~~~~~£8 
FARM SUPPLIES 
CUSTOM WORK AND MACHINE RENTAL 
MACHINERY -A ND EQUIPMENT PURCHSE 
REAL ESTATE RENT 
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MISCELLANEOUS REPAIRS 
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT REPAIR 
BUILDING REPAIR 
CAPiTALIZED REPAIR EXPENSE 
~~~~f~t ~~~~~~~~~ 
TOTAL CASH EXPENSE 
LOAN SUMMARY 
JANUARY 1966 
LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
JANU~RY 1967 
LOANS AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
CASH AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
JANUARY 1966 LOAN RATIO 
JANUARY 1967 LOAN RATIO 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
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LABORtCAPITALt MANAGMNf RETURN 
- CHARGE FOR CAP TAL 
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